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Justin has a variety of programs suitable for all age groups
and all kinds of schools. He is covered under many federal
programs, including Safe and Drug Free Schools, Campus
Improvement, Title I, Title IV, Character Education, Abstinence Education, Pregnancy Prevention, Tobacco Prevention, and many others. If your grade levels do not break up
exactly like what is shown below, don’t worry. Justin can
customize the programs so that they work for you.

MIDDLE SCHOOL & HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAMS
PROGRAM This is the #1 most requested program Justin has ever
Dateable: It’s a Character Thing produced because it’s the one where he spills the beans.
He shares all the juicy secrets (all the guys’ secrets and all
Time the girls’ secrets) to help students understand what being
45–90 minutes Dateable really means. It’s not about getting a date, but it
is about character and confidence. It’s about being bold
GRADES enough to do what is right and being secure enough to
9–12 stand alone. This program hits all of the hot-button issues
of alcohol, tobacco, drugs, pregnancy, and dropping out of
OPTIONS school, and shows how all of these affect students’ views of
Talk to Justin about the length of time you self and others.
The program runs between 45 and 90 minutes behave. He can tailor his presentation to meet
cause
Justin
likes to allow the students to ask questions at
your needs. Many schools have Justin come in
the end (yeah, we thought he was crazy, too, but it works).
early and make himself available in a common
He handles any issue they throw out there and gives them
area so students can ask questions. He is more
an honest and appropriate answer.
than happy to do this, but please make sure he
gets something to eat. (If he has too much fun
talking, he might forget about lunch. And just
so you know, hamburgers are one of his favs).
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PROGRAM Between the time he was a kid who couldn’t read and write
A.C.V very well to the time he became a #1 bestselling, awardwinning author, Justin learned what it takes to get out of
Time the rut and into a life of unbelievable possibilities. Now he
45–50 minutes offers this advice to today’s teens.
To change the course of this generation, we must
start
with
the positive end of prevention. Justin will show
GRADES
6–8 or 9–12 students how to dream big, get out of their small cliques,
and use specific strategies to make their goals a reality.
With this positive message, Justin shows that we won’t
have to preach against alcohol, tobacco, or other drugs because students’ lives will be full and focused. This program
will set your students on their way to a powerful lives that
will be centered on the right things—attitude, character,
and values.
PROGRAM You are the choices that you make. And now is the time
Choices that Rock!!! that students start making some of the most important
choices of their lives. In this program, Justin gives students
Time valuable knowledge and sharpens their decision-making
45–50 minutes tools so they can make choices that rock.
Students will learn about the true meaning of
character,
plus the truth behind inhalants, peer pressure,
GRADES
and
bullying.
Students will have to watch carefully as Justin
3–6
jumps from one character to another and then leaves them
with a little magic. In the end, Justin will leave a lasting
impact on students as he challenges them to make the
choices that will change their lives.
PROGRAM Bullies are everywhere. They destroy self-esteem, disrupt
J.E.R.K. (Just Encourage Respect & Kindness) class, hinder learning, and are just plain jerks. Justin knows
bullies. Being a Juvenile Probation officer for nearly six
Time years gave him a little understanding of the Bully Mentality.
45–50 minutes And here, he turns the tables.
In this program, Justin shows how to identify and
ditch
a
bully
by redefining what J.E.R.K. really means. He
GRADES
3–5 offers students specific strategies that they can use to get
rid of the bully at their school. He gives students power to
overcome and talks directly and plainly to the bullies themselves. Before they leave, students will get the information
they need to change their school environment.
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PROGRAM Note of caution: If you want the soft, watered-down bully
J.E.R.K. (Just Encourage Respect & Kindness) program that gets those who bully to love themselves more
(continued) so they can deal with their deep issues…this ain’t it. But
if you want to stop the behavior and improve your campus
environment, then you’ll want to check this out.
PROGRAM Obeying rules and making healthy choices are the signs
Cool Cat or Terrible Troll! of a Cool Cat. A Terrible Troll doesn’t like rules and makes
poor choices, often leading others into those same danger
Time zones.
In this program, Justin has a unique way of dis35 minutes
cussing these very important topics with very impresGRADES sionable audiences. Through props, costumes, drama,
PK–3 and enough energy to light up New York City, Justin gives
students the opportunity to interact and participate in his
presentations. By the end of the day, the students are in a
frenzy about being Cool Cats… AND they know why!
PROGRAM Justin helps students to be in the best position to make
Standardized Test Taking Training the most out of their test taking skills. Teachers already do
an incredible job preparing students for these tests; Justin
Time simply allows them to relax while he teaches students how
60–90 minutes to access the knowledge they already have. Standardized
testing puts so much pressure on both students and teachGRADES ers; this program is a breath of fresh air, giving students
3–12 the positive boost they need to knock a home run.
This program includes: an explanation of the mind,
OPTIONS a visualization of a long-term life, an understanding of the
This program is perfect for grades 3–12, but not importance of this one test, a description of how one test
(a single event) connects with their futures, specific strateall at one time, please! Justin will cover many of
gies to unlock the knowledge students already have, and a
the same basic issues in each program, but he does
relaxation and focus technique.
laser-focus at age-appropriate learning levels.
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